Set of furnishing fabrics - Malindi

Object: Set of furnishing fabrics

Place of origin: Great Britain (made)

Date: 1959 (made)

Artist/Maker: Jarvis, Gwenfred (designed)

Liberty & Co. Ltd. (manufacturer)

Materials and Techniques: Printed

Credit Line: Given by the Council of Industrial Design

Museum number: CIRC.462 to B-1963

Gallery location: In Storage

Descriptive line
Set of three furnishing fabrics 'Malindi' of printed fabric and colour swatches, designed by Gwenfred Jarvis, made by Liberty & Co. Ltd., Great Britain, 1959

Physical description
Set of three furnishing fabrics of printed fabric and colour swatches.

Museum number
CIRC.462 to B-1963

Object history note
Historical significance: Winner of a CoID Design of the Year award, 1959.

URL
http://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O154282/malindi-set-of-furnishing-jarvis-gwenfred/